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A conjecture of Michel Broue states that if D is an abelian Sylow p-subgroup ofÂ
 .a finite group G, and H s N D , then the principal blocks of G and H areG
Rickard equivalent. The structure of groups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups, as
determined by P. Fong and M. E. Harris, raises the following question: Assuming
that Broue's conjecture holds for the simple components of G, under whatÂ
conditions does it hold for G itself? Due to the structure of G, this problem
requires mainly the lifting of Rickard complexes to p9-extensions of the simple
components and the construction of complexes over wreath products. We give here
these reduction steps, which may be regarded as a ``Clifford theory'' of tilting
complexes. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Let G be a finite group, O a complete discrete valuation ring with
quotient field K of characteristic 0, maximal ideal p and residue field
k s Orp of characteristic p ) 0. We shall assume that K and k are ``big
enough'' for all the finite groups considered here. An OG-module will be a
 .unitary, finitely generated, O-free, and unless otherwise stated left OG-
 .module. We denote by OG-mod respectively mod-OG the category of
 .left respectively right OG-modules. If A is an additive category, then
b .C A will be the category of bounded complexes in A.
w x w x w xIn Br2 , Br3 , Br4 , the following conjectures were stated:
1.1. Conjecture. If D is an abelian Sylow p-subgroup of G and H s
 .N D , then the principal blocks of OG and OH are isotypic.G
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1.2. Conjecture. If D is an abelian Sylow p-subgroup of G and H s
 .N D , then the principal blocks of OG and OH are Rickard equivalent.G
 .  .Let e g Z OG and f g Z OH be the principal block idempotents. By
a Rickard equi¨ alence between OGe and OHf we mean that it is given a
 .  .bounded complex C, d of OGe, OHf -bimodules such that:
 . i1.3.a For each integer i, C is projective in OGe-mod and in
mod-OHf.
 .  .1.3.b If we denote C* s Hom C, O , then there are homotopyO
equivalences of complexes of bimodules C m C* ; OGe and C* mO H f O G e
C ; OHf.
 . i w op x1.3.c For each integer i, C is a p-permutation O G = H -module
 .  y1 . < 4 opwith vertex contained in d D s x, x x g P : G = H .
If these conditions hold, then C will be called a Rickard tilting complex
for OGe-mod and OHf-mod. These complexes were called ``splendid'' in
w xR2 , and their main feature is that they induce derived equivalences
 .  .between the principal blocks of the local subgroups C P and C P forG H
all subgroups P of D. The local tilting complexes are obtained in the
 w x.following way see R2, Sects. 4, 5 :
 .1.4.a Apply to C the Brauer functor
G=H op w op xBr ] s ] d P : O G = H .  .  . .d P .
opy mod ª k N d P -mod. . .G=H
Recall that for an OG-module M,
BrG M s M P s M P Tr P M Q q p M P .  .  .P Q /
Q-P
s k m M P Tr P M Q , .O Q /
Q-P
where M P is the set of points fixed by P, and Tr P: M Q ª M P is the traceQ
.map.
 .   ..1.4.b Regard C d P , by restriction, as a complex of p-
w  .  .op xpermutation k C P = C P -modules.G H
 .   ..1.4.c Finally, lift C d P to obtain a complex C of p-permuta-P
w  .  .op xtion O C P = C P -modules, which will be a Rickard tilting com-G H
w  .x w  .xplex for the principal blocks of O C P and O C P .G H
w xIn FH , Conjecture 1.1 was reduced by using the classification of finite
simple groups, and by developing a Clifford theory for isometries and
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isotypies, to the case of simple components of G. The full result was finally
achieved for p s 2. In this case, three of the needed isotypies for the
w xsimple components were already provided by Br2 , and the fourth was
w xconstructed in FH .
w x w xBy Br4 and R2, Sect. 6 , Conjecture 1.2 implies Conjecture 1.1, and we
show that it also can be reduced to the case of the simple components of
w xG. The reduction steps are similar to those of FH , and may be considered
as a Clifford theory for tilting complexes. Unfortunately, we do not have
tilting complexes for the simple components yet, but, as applications, we
shall check our lifting conditions on some known examples.
Since we shall deal with a more general situation, let us recall some
 .definitions. The Frobenius category Fr G of a finite group G has asp
objects the p-subgroups of G, and the morphisms between two p-
subgroups are those group homomorphisms which are induced by inner
automorphisms of G. Then two finite groups G and H are said to ha¨e the
same p-local structure if they have a common Sylow p-subgroup D not
.necessarily abelian , and the embedding of D in G and H induces an
 .  .equivalence of the categories Fr G and Fr H . This means that:p p
 .1.5 For any subgroups P, Q of D and any isomorphism f :
 . y1P ª Q, there is an element g g G such that f x s gxg , for x g P, if
 . y1and only if there is an element h g H such f x s hxh for x g P.
 w x. It is well known see Br4, Sect. 1 that in our previous situation when
 ..D is abelian and H s N D , the groups G and H do have the sameG
p-local structure.
We shall also discuss the lifting of Morita equivalences from normal
subgroups and we shall make use of the following result, which was
discovered independently by L. Puig and L. Scott.
1.6. THEOREM. Assume that G and H ha¨e the same p-local structure,
and let OGe and OHf be two blocks with defect group D. Then the following
statements are equi¨ alent:
 . i The blocks OGe and OHf are Puig equi¨ alent that is, the source
.algebras of OGe and OHf are isomorphic as interior D-algebras .
 .ii There is a Morita equi¨ alence between OGe and OHf defined by an
 .  .OGe, OHf -bimodule M and by its O-dual M* such that M is a relati¨ ely
 . w op xd D -projecti¨ e p-permutation O G = H -module.
In particular, if OGe and OHf are Puig equivalent, then they are
Rickard equivalent and moreover, one obtains Morita equivalences be-
 .  .tween the principal blocks of the local subgroups C P and C P ,G H
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where P F D, by applying to the bimodule M the same algorithm as that
 .  w x.in 1.4 see Br3, Sect. 6.C .
For other definitions and results concerning Broue's conjectures weÂ
w x w x w x w x w xrefer to Br2 , Br3 , Br4 , P , R2 . Some needed facts will be given in
each section.
w xIn Section 2 we follow closely FH in setting the notations and present-
ing the structure of groups with abelian Sylow p-subgroups. In Section 3
we give conditions under which Rickard and Puig equivalences can be
lifted from normal subgroups, and in Section 4 we deal with wreath
products. We show that a Rickard or a Puig equivalence between the
principal blocks of the base groups of two wreath products can always be
lifted. The problem is making the symmetric group act on a tensor power
of a complex. We solve this problem in a natural and elementary way.
Finally, the conclusions which follow from these reduction steps are drawn
in Section 5. We also give here some examples in which the lifting
conditions are satisfied.
2. THE STRUCTURE OF GROUPS WITH ABELIAN
DEFECT GROUPS
Consider a finite group G and let D be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. We
 .  .first point out that we may assume that O G s 1, where O G is thep9 p9
maximal normal p9-subgroup of G.
 .  .Denote G s O G , G s GrG and let p : G ª G, p g s g be the0 p9 0
 .canonical map. For a subgroup X of G denote X s p X s XG rG .0 0
Then D , D, so D may be viewed as a common Sylow p-subgroup of G
w xand G. By FH, Proposition 7.C , p induces an equivalence between
 .  .Fr G and Fr G . Moreover, if P is a subgroup of D, we havep p
 .  .  .C P s C P , C P rC P . .G G G G 0
Let OGe be the principal block of OG and OGe the principal block of
G G .  .  .OG. Then Br e is the principal block idempotent of kC P , Br e isP G P
G G .  .the principal block idempotent of kC P , and we have Br e s Br e . .G P P
Moreover, p induces the isomorphism of interior G-algebras OGe ,
 .OGe, and consider the OGe, OGe -bimodule M s OGe. Then M is a
op . w xrelatively d D -projective p-permutation O G = G -bimodule, and M
m ]: OGe-mod ª OGe-mod is an equivalence; that is, the principalO G e
  .  ..blocks of OG and OG are Puig equivalent. As a kC P , k P -G G
G  .. w  .x  .bimodule, M d P is isomorphic to k C P Br e , and induces aG P
 .  .Morita equivalence between the principal blocks of kC P and k P .G G
w xAs in R2, Sect. 5 , this equivalence can be lifted to a Morita equivalence
 .  .between the principal blocks of OC P and OC P .G G
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Now let H be another group having D as a Sylow p-subgroup, let OHf
 .be the principal block of OH, and denote H s O H , H s HrH . By0 p9 0
the remarks above we deduce:
 .2.1 G and H ha¨e the same p-local structure if and only if G and H ha¨e
the same p-local structure, and if OGe and OHf are Puig respecti¨ ely
.  .Rickard equi¨ alent , then OGe and OHf are Puig respecti¨ ely Rickard
equi¨ alent.
 .  .Assume now in addition that O G s 1 and that D is abelian. By 2.1p9
we see that this is no loss in the context of Broue's conjectures. By theÂ
w x results of FH, Sect. 5 obtained by using at certain stages the classifica-
.tion of finite simple groups , there is an embedding i of G such that
s s
V i Ä2.2 X F i G F X X S , .  .  . i i i
is0 is0
where:
 .}X s O G , the maximal normal p-subgroup of G,0 p
Ä  .}X is a split extension of X by a p9-subgroup of Aut X ,0 0 0
< < < <} V s S s 1,0 0
}X , . . . , X is a complete system of representatives for the isomor-1 s
phism classes of simple components of G,
Ä Ä}X is a normal subgroup of X and X rX is a Hall p9-subgroup ofi i i i
 .Aut X rX , for 1 F i F s,i i
}V , . . . , V are disjoint finite sets,1 s
 .}S is a p9-subgroup of the symmetric group S V , for 1 F i F s.i i
s V i Ä .Now we change the notations, setting G9 s i G , G s  X , G sis0 i
s Ä Ä .  .  .  . X X S , H s N D , H9 s N D , and H s N D . If D s X lÄis0 i i G G9 G i i
D, then D is a Sylow p-subgroup of X and D s  s D . Denotei i is0 i
Ä s V i Ä s Ä .  .  .Y s N D and Y s N D , so H s  Y and H s  Y X S .Äi X i i X i is0 i is0 i ii i
Ä Ä  . .Remark that for i s 0 we have D s O G s X s Y and X s Y . By0 p 0 0 0 0
Ä Ä Äthe Frattini argument we have X s Y X , hence the map a : X rX ªi i i i i i
Ä  .Y rY , a y X s y Y is an isomorphism. Moreover, a , 1 F i F s, inducei i i i i i i i
the isomorphism
s s s
X S i Ä Äa s a : X rX X S ª Y rY X S , .  .  i i i i i i i
is0 is0 is1
y X V i , s ¬ y Y V i , s .  . .  .i i i i i i
 .such that a G9rG s H9rH.
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In the next sections we shall give conditions under which Broue'sÂ
Conjecture 1.2 holds for G9 provided that it holds for the simple compo-
nents X of G9. The reduction steps are motivated by the structurei
theorem above. For each i, an equivalence between the principal blocks of
O X and O Y has to be lifted to an equivalence between the principali i
Ä Äblocks of O X and O Y , then to an equivalence between the principali i
Ä Äw x w xblocks of O X X S and O Y X S , then to an equivalence for the directi i i i
s Ä s Ä .  .products  X X S and  Y X S , and finally to an equivalenceis0 i i is0 i i
for subgroups of these direct products corresponding under the isomor-
.phism a . We shall see that restrictive conditions need be imposed only at
the first step.
3. BLOCK EQUIVALENCES AND NORMAL SUBGROUPS
Ä Ä Ä ÄLet X, Y be finite groups and let X F X, Y F Y be normal subgroups
Ä Äsuch that there is an isomorphism a : XrX ª YrY. For simplicity of the
notation, we identify via a these two isomorphic groups and denote
Ä Ä ÄG s XrX s YrY. So an element g of G will mean a class xX with x g X
Ä  .and also a class yY with y g Y such that a xX s yY.
 .  .Let e g Z O X and f g Z O Y be G-invariant block idempotents; that
Ä Ä Ä .is, e is invariant under X and f is invariant under Y, so e g Z O X and
Ä .f g Z O Y . Since we deal with normal subgroups, it will be convenient to
express our results in the language of group-graded algebras. We refer to
Ä Äw xD2 for definitions and basic facts. Denote R s eO X and S s f O Y. It
follows that R and S are fully G-graded O-algebras with R s eO X and1
S s f O Y, and the blocks of R, respectively S, are precisely the blocks of1
Ä Ä  wO X, respectively O Y, covering e, respectively f see, for instance, Al,
x.Sect. 15 .
The opposite ring Sop is a fully Gop-graded O-algebra with components
op op  op.S s S , g g G . Consider the fully G = G -graded O-algebra A s Rg g
op op  .  y1 .m S and the diagonal morphism d : G ª G = G , d g s g, g .O
 op .  .y1Let D s A s [ R m S , which is a fully d G -graded subal-d G. g O gg g G
op op  .  .gebra of A with D s R m S . Since G = G s D g, 1 d g sd 1. 1 O 1 g g G
 .  .D 1, g d G , it also follows that we have a natural isomorphism ofg g G
 op.R m S -modulesO 1
A s R m Sopy1 , R m R m Sopy1[ [g h O h g R h O h1
g , hgG g , hgG




 op.and similarly, isomorphisms of R m S -modules1 O
A s R m Sopy1 , 1 m Sop m op R m Sopy1 . .[ [h O h g O g S h O h1
g , hgG g , hgG
, Sop m op D s Sop m op D .[ g S S1 1
ggG
3.1.b .
In the same way, we obtain the isomorphisms
3.1.c A , D m R as right R m Sop -modules .  . .R O 11
3.1.d A , D m op Sop as right R m Sop -modules . .  . .S 1 O1
Clearly, all these isomorphisms preserve the gradings.
 .3.2. Remarks. a In what follows, we shall mainly use the fact that R
and S are crossed products of G with R and S , respectively. Using1 1
representations of these crossed products we may give explicitly the
 .isomorphisms 3.1 and we shall discuss other needed facts. Denote R s
a bw x  < 4 w x  < 4R G s rg r g R , g g G and S s S G s sg s g S , g g G ,Ä1, r 1 1, s 1
where g g R and g g S are homogenous units of degree g, and r :Äg g
y1 .  .  . .  . .G ª Aut R , s : G ª Aut S are defined by r g r s grg , s g s s1 1
y1gsg . The functions r and s induce group homomorphisms r :Ä Ä
 .  .G ª Out R and s : G ª Out S which do not depend on the choice of1 1
 . .  . .  .g and g. The multiplications are defined by rg r 9h s r ? r g r 9 ? a g, hÄ &
UÄ . .  . .  .gh and sg s9h s s ? s g s9 ? b g, h gh, where a : G = G ª R , b :Ä 1
U Ä .  .G = G ª S are the factor sets given by gh s a g, y gh and gh s b g, hÄ1&
op Ä < 4gh. Then A s R m S s rg m hs r g R , s g S , g, h g G and D sO O 1 1
y1 Ä < 4A s rg m g s r g R , s g S , g g G . The element rg m hs of AÄd G. O 1 1 O
y1 Ä .corresponds to rgh m h m hs g R m D by the isomorphismR O R1 1y1 opÄ .  .  .op op3.1.a , and to ghs m rg m g g S m D by 3.1.b . Conversely,Ä ÄS O S1 1y1 y1Ä Ä Ä .rg m r 9h m h s9 g R m D corresponds to rgr 9h m h s9 g A inOR R O1 1y1 opÄ .  .op op3.1.a , and hs m r 9g m g s9 g S m D corresponds to r 9g mÄS O S O1 1y1 Ä  .g s9hs g A in 3.1.b .Ä
 .b Let M be a D-module. We have that R m M is a G-gradedR1
 .  .R,S -bimodule and M m S is a G-graded R , S -bimodule. We may1 S 11
 .use 3.1.a to obtain isomorphisms
3.3.a A m M , R m D m M , R m M .  .D R D R1 1
3.3.b A m M , Sop m op D m M , M m S .  .D S D S1 1
 .  .as R, S -bimodules, respectively as R , S -bimodules. These isomor-1 1
phisms preserve G-gradings, so we may regard R m M and M m S asR S1 1
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 .isomorphic G-graded R, S -bimodules, by transport of structure. Then,
y1Ä Ä .  .  .under 3.3.a , rg m hs m m g A m M maps to rgh m h m h msO D D R O1
 .g R m M, rg m m g R m M maps to rg m 1 m m g A m M,R R R O D D1 1 1Ä .  . and under 3.3.b , rg m hs m m g A m M corresponds to rg mO D D O
y1 Ä Ä Ä.  .g m m shg g M m S, and m m sh g M m S to 1 m hs m mÄ ÄS S S S O D1 1 1 1
g A m M. Consequently, the right S-module structure of R m M isD R1y1Ä Ä .  . .defined by rg m m sh s rgh m h m h ms and the left moduleR R O1 1 y1Ä Ä .  .structure of M m S is defined by rg m m sh s rg m g m m shg.Ä ÄS S O S1 1 1
These arguments show that we have three naturally isomorphic O-linear
functors
A m ] , R m ] , ]m S : D-mod ª A-mod.D R S1 1
 . g w x  < 4c Let T s T G s tg t g T , g g G be a third crossed productÃ1, t 1
 . op  .O-algebra. We shall need to denote A R, S s R m S and D R, S sO
 .  .  .  .  .A R, S . Also let A R s A R, R and D R s D R, R . The proofs ofd G.
the following statements are routine, and are left to the reader.
 .  .Assume that M is a D R, S -module and N is a D S, T -module. Then
 .M m N is a D R, T -module withS1
y1 y1 y1rg m g t m m n s rg m g m m g m g t n.Ã Ä Ä Ã . .  .  .O S O S O1 1
 .  .Assume that M is a D S, R -module and N is a D S, T -module. Then
 .  .Hom M, N is a D R, T -module withS1
y1 y1 y1rg m g t f m s g m g t f g m rg m . .  .Ã Ä Ã Ä .  .  . /O O O
 .  .In particular, if M is a D R, S -module, then Hom M, R and HomR 1 S1 1
 .  .M , S are D S, R -modules.S 11
 .  .d Recall that if M and N are R-modules, then Hom M, N is aR1g y1 G . .  .G-module with f m s gf g m , and there is a trace map Tr : Hom1 R1
 .  . G . gM, N ª Hom M, N , Tr f s  f.R 1 g g G
 .e We have that R is a symmetric crossed product algebra with
  . .symmetrizing form l: R ª O where l  a x s a , and the restric-Äa g X x 1
tion l : R ª O of l to R is a symmetrizing form for R . Moreover, for1 1 1 1
y1 .  .all r g R and g g G, we have that l grg s l r . Similar statements1 1 1
hold for S, where we denote by m: S ª O the symmetrizing form. As we
shall immediately see, the proof of the following theorem works under
these more general assumptions.
 .  .Let M be an R , S -bimodule. Then its O-dual M* is an S , R -1 1 1 1
 . bimodule, R m M is a G-graded R, S -bimodule, and Hom R mR 1 O R1 1
.  .  M, O is a G-graded S , R -bimodule with components Hom R m1 O R1
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.  . .y1M, O s Hom R m M, O , for g g G , which is naturally isomor-g O g R1
phic to M* m R. Notice also that M is a projective R -module if andR 11
only if R m M is a projective R-module.R1
 .  .Finally, let C, d be a bounded complex of R , S -bimodules. Then C*1 1
 .  .is a complex of S , R -bimodules, R m C, R m d is a complex of1 1 R R1 1
 .  .G-graded R, S -bimodules, and R m C * , C* m R as complexes of1 R R1 1
 .G-graded S , R -bimodules.1
We treat first the lifting of Morita equivalences and of derived equiva-
lences.
 .  .3.4. THEOREM. a Assume that M, M* defines a Morita equi¨ alence
 .between R and S . If M is d G -in¨ariant and extends to a D-module, then1 1
 .  .R m M respecti¨ ely S m M* is naturally a G-graded R, S -bimoduleR1 S1
  . .  .respecti¨ ely S, R -bimodule and R m M, S m M* defines a MoritaR S1 1
equi¨ alence between R and S.
This equi¨ alence induces Morita equi¨ alences between the corresponding
Ä Äblocks of O X and O Y co¨ering e and f.
 .  .b Assume that G is a p9-group and that C, C* defines a deri¨ ed
 .equi¨ alence between R and S . If C, d extends to a complex of D-modules,1 1
 .then R m C, S m C* defines a deri¨ ed equi¨ alence between R and S.R S1 1 ÄThis equi¨ alence induces deri¨ ed equi¨ alences between the blocks of O X
Äand O Y co¨ering e and f.
 .Proof. a Since M extends to a D-module, M* becomes a right
 .D-module. Now, using 3.1.c, d and the remarks preceding the theorem,
we get
M* m A , M* m R , R m M * , M* m op Sop .D R R S1 1 1
, S m M* , M m S * .S S1 1
 . as G-graded S, R -bimodules, and it also follows that M* m A , A mD D
.M * as right A-modules.
 .  .  .Next, we need to show that R m M m R m M * , R as R, R -R S R1 1
 .  .  .bimodules and that R m M * m R m M , S as S, S -bimodules.R R R1 1
.  .By Remark 3.2.c we have that M m M* is a D R -module and M* m MS R1 1
 .  .  .is a D S -module. Clearly, R is a D R -module and S is a D R -module.1 1
.Using the definitions given in Remark 3.2.c , it is routine to check that the
 .adjunctions between M m M* and R are D R -linear, and the adjunc-S 11
 .tions between M* m M and S are D S -linear. The isomorphism M mR 1 S1 1
 .  .M* , R of D R modules gives, by 3.3 , the isomorphism1
A R m M m M* , A R m R , R .  . .DR. S DR. 11
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 .  .of G-graded R, R -bimodules, and also the R, R -bimodule isomor-
phisms
A R m M m M* , R m M m M* .  .  .DR. S R S1 1 1
, R m M m M* .R S1 1
, R m M m S m M* .  .R S S1 1
, R m M m R m M *. .  .R S R1 1
We may similarly prove the second isomorphism, and notice also that
these isomorphisms preserve G-gradings.
 .  .Finally, in order to see that Hom A m M, R , Hom A m M, S ,R D S D
 .  .and A m M * are isomorphic G-graded S, R -bimodules, it is enough toD
 .check that the isomorphisms of S , R -bimodules1 1
f : Hom M , R ª M*, f f m s l f m , .  .  .  . .R 1 11
and
c : Hom M , S ª M*, c f m s m f m .  .  .  . .S 1 11
 .are D S, R -linear. But this checking is routine, using Remarks 3.2.c and
3.2.e.
 . .b By Remark 3.2.b we have three naturally isomorphic O-linear
functors between the categories of complexes
A m ] , R m ] , ] m S : C b D-mod ª C b A-mod . .  .D R S1 1
 .It follows that R m , C, R m , d may be regarded as a complex ofR R
 .  .G-graded R, S -bimodules, isomorphic to A m C, A m d , and S mD D S1
 .C* may be viewed as a complex of S, R -bimodules, isomorphic to
 .A m C *. Similarly, the naturally isomorphic O-linear functorsD
]m S m ] , ]m ] : mod-S = S-mod ª Ab .S S S 11 1
give rise to naturally isomorphic O-linear functors
]m S m ] , ]m ] : C b mod-S = C b S-mod ª C b Ab .  .  .  .1 S S 11
where we take the total complex of the double complex obtained by the
.construction of tensor products .
 .As in the Morita case, we have the D R -linear chain maps e : C m C*S1
 .ª R and e 9: R ª C m C*, and the D S -linear chain maps h: C* m1 1 S R1 1
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 .C ª S and h9: S ª C* m C. By assumption, there are D R -linear1 1 R 11
homotopies between e 9(e and id , and between e (e 9 and id , andCm C* RS 11 .D S -linear homotopies between h9(h and id , and between h(h91 C*m CR1
< <y1 Gand id . Since G is a p9-group, we can apply the map G Tr defined byS 11
 .  .the crossed products D R , respectively D S , to these homotopies to
 .obtain that C m C* and R are homotopic complexes of D R -modules,S 11
 .and that C* m C and S are homotopic complexes of D S -modules.R 11
Using these observations, we obtain as above that
R m C m R m C * , A R m C m C* . .  .  .R S R DR. S1 1 1
 .is homotopy equivalent to R as complexes of R, R -bimodules, and
R m C * m R m C , A S m C* m C . .  .  .R S R DS . R1 1 1
 .is homotopy equivalent to S as complexes of S, S -bimodules.
We consider further Puig and Rickard equivalences. Working with
p-permutation modules and complexes of p-permutation modules, we shall
refine the conclusions of Theorem 3.4, showing the relationship between
the different local equivalences which are obtained applying the Brauer
w xfunctor. In view of R2, Sect. 5 , it is no loss to consider only modules over
k, so the Brauer functor will have a simpler expression.
We need some properties of this functor. The notations introduced here
will be in force only in this section. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group
G and P a p-subgroup of G. We denote by 1 the trivial kG-module. ForG
w  .  .xthe following facts, see Br1, 1.3 , 1.4 .
 .3.5 Let M be a relati¨ ely H-projecti¨ e kG-module. If P is not conjugate
G .to a subgroup of H, then Br M s 0.P
 .3.6 Let T be a complete system of representati¨ es for the double cosets in
 .  .  .  < g y14N P _ T P, H rH, where T P, H s g g G P F H s gHg . ThenG G G
w  . xthere is an isomorphism of k N P rP -modulesG
BrG IndG 1 , IndHGP . 1 . .  . . [P H H N P . N P .g gH H
ggT
Now take a look at the following diagram of categories and functors:
G NGP . .Res ] .Br ] C P .P G6 6
kG-mod k N P -mod k C P -mod .  .G G6 6 6
G N P . C P . .Ind ] G G .  .Ind ] Ind ]H N P . C P .H H
N P .H H  .Res ] .Br ] C P .P H6 6
kH-mod k N P -mod k C P -mod .  .G H
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3.7. Lemma. Assume that H F G and that P F D are p-subgroups of H.
Let M be a relati¨ ely D-projecti¨ e p-permutation kH-module. If
 .  .  .C P T P, D s T P, D , then there is a natural isomorphism ofG H G
w  .xk C P -modulesG
IndCGP . ResNH P . Br H M , ResNGP . BrG IndG M . .  . .  . . .C P . C P . P C P . P HH H G
Proof. Since M is a relatively D-projective p-permutation module, it is
H  .a direct summand of a direct sum of kH-modules of the form Ind 1 ,Q Q
 . H  H  .. G G ..where Q F D. Remark that, by 3.5 , Br Ind 1 s Br Ind 1 s 0P Q Q P Q Q
H  .if Q - P. So assume that P F Q F D and M s Ind 1 .Q Q
 .Using 3.6 and the Mackey Decomposition, we get
IndCGP . ReNH P . Br H M , IndCGP . y 1 y , . .  .[ [ .C P . C P . P C P .l N P . C P .l N P .h hH H H Q H Q /
Ä HhgH h
Ä  .where we have denoted by H respectively H a complete set of represen-h
 .  .   .  .  ..htatives of C P _ T P, Q rQ respectively of C P _ N P rN P .H H H H Q
In the same way we obtain
ResNGP . BrG IndG M , IndCGP .x 1 x , . . .  .[ [C P . P H C P . N P . C P .l N P .g gG G Q G Q /Ä xgGggG g
Ä  .  .where G respectively G is a complete set of representatives of C P _g G
 .   .  .  ..gT P, Q rQ respectively of C P _ N P rN P .G G G Q
 .  .  .Observe that we have C P T P, Q s T P, Q for any P F Q F D,G H G
 .  .  .and in particular, C P N P s N P . It follows that we may chooseGG H
Ä Ärepresentative such that G s H and G s H for every h g H; hence theh h
lemma is proved.
We return now to the situation introduced at the beginning of the
 .  .section and assume that e g Z kX and f g Z kY are the principal block
Ä Ä opidempotents. let R s ekX, R s ekX, S s fkY, S s fkY, A s R m S ,1 1 k
y1 Ä .  .and D s A . We also denote the abbreviation d G s x, y g X =d G.
Äop <  . 4Y a xX s yY .
We shall make the following additional assumptions:
 .3.8.a G is a p9-group.
Ä Ä .3.8.b D is a common Sylow p-subgroup of X and Y, and X, Y
have the same p-local structure in a way compatible with the isomorphism
Ä Ä   ..a : XrX ª YrY, that is see 1.5 : for any subgroup P, Q of D and any
Ä y1 .  .s g Hom P, Q , there is x g X such that s u s xux for u g P if and
Ä y1 .only if there is y g Y such that s u s yuy for u g P, and x, y are
 .related by a xX s yY.
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 .   . .  .3.8.c For any subgroup P of D, a C P XrX s C P YrY.Ä ÄX Y
Ä .  .If P is a subgroup of D, we denote X s C P , Y s C P , X sP X P Y P
Ä X Y .  .  .  .  .C P , Y s C P . Then e s Br e g Z kX and f s Br f gÄ ÄX P Y P P P P P
 .  .Z kY are the principal block idempotents. The condition 3.8.c impliesP
Ä Ä Ä .that a induces the isomorphism a : X rX ª Y rY , a xX l Y forP P P P P P P
Äx g X . Denote by G these two isomorphic groups, and consider the fullyP P
P Ä P Ä PG -graded k-algebras R s e kX and S s f kY with R s e kX andP P P P P 1 P P
P P P P op  op.S s f kY . Then A s R m S is a fully G = G -graded k-1 P P k P P
P P  y1 .algebra, and let D s A , where we also identify G s x, y gd G . PPÄ Ä op<  . 4  .X = Y a xX s yY . Denote finally d : D ª X = Y , d u sP P P P P
 y1 .   .. op   ..  .opu, u , and notice that C d P s X = Y , C d P s d GX=Y P P d G. P
Ä Äop  ..opand C d P s X = Y .Ä ÄX=Y P P
 .3.9. COROLLARY. With the abo¨e notations, assume that conditions 3.8
hold.
 .  .  .a Let M be a relati¨ ely d D -projecti¨ e p-permutation R , S -1 1
 .bimodule such that M, M* defines a Puig equi¨ alence between R and S .1 1
ÄAssume that M extends to a D-module M s M. Then M s A m M is aD D
Ä Ä .  .relati¨ ely d D -projecti¨ e p-permutation A-module and M, M* defines a
Puig equi¨ alence between R and S.
Moreo¨er, the modules inducing the local equi¨ alences are related in the
 .following way where P F D :
Ä Ä opX=Y op P X=Y PÄ PBr M , A m Br M as A -modules . .  . .d P . D d P .
 .b Let C be a Rickard tilting complex for R and S . Assume that C1 1
Äextends to a complex C s C of D-modules. Then C s A m C is a RickardD D
tilting complex for R and S.
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e
Ä Äop opX=Y P X=Y PÄ PBr C , A m Br C as complexes of A -modules . . .  .d P . D d P .
Ä Ä . Proof. The fact that M respectively C induces a Morita respectively
.derived equivalence was proved in Theorem 3.4. For the rest of the
statements, remark first that since G is a p9-group, the extension module
 . w  .xM is also a relatively d D -projective p-permutation k d G -module,D
Ä . wand hence A m M is a relatively d D -projective p-permutation k X =D
Äop xY -module.
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Let us depict the following diagram:
Ä ÄopX= Y  .Br ]d  P . Res6op op6Ä Ä Ä Äopk X = Y -mod k N d P -mod k X = Y -modw x w x . .Ä ÄX= Y P P6 6 6
Ind Ind Ind





opX= Y  .Br ]d  P . Resop op6 6
opw xk X = Y k N d P -mod kw X = Y x-modw x . .X= Y P P
The two bottom squares clearly commute to within natural equivalences of
d G. . X=Y op .functors, so Br M and Br M are naturally isomorphicd P . D d P .
 P P . X= Y op . PR , S -bimodules, that is, Br M extends to a D -module. The1 1 d P .
corollary is proved if we show that the assumption of Lemma 3.7 holds if
Ä Äop  .  .  .we replace G by X = Y , H by d G , D by d D , and P by d P . So we
have to verify that
op
opC P = C P T d P , d D s T d P , d D . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .Ä Ä Ä ÄX Y d G. X=Y
 .   .  ..opIndeed, let x, y g T d P , d D . This means that for any u g P,Ä ÄX=Y
y1 y1 Ä y1 .  .x ux s yuy g D. By 3.8.b there is x g X such that a x X s y Y1 1
y1 y1  y1 .  .and x ux s yuy for u g P. We see that xx , 1 g C P =Ä1 1 1 X
 .op  .   .  ..  .  y1 . .DC P , x , y g T d P , d D , and x, y s xx , 1 x , y . It fol-ÄY 1 d G. 1 1
 .lows that a is proved, and similar statements hold for complexes.
Ä ÄopX=Y Ä .  .  .3.10. Remarks. a We have by 3.3 that Br M is actually ad P .Ä ÄopP P X=Y Ä .  .G -graded A , B -bimodule, and Br C is a complex of G -gradedP d P . P
 P P .A , B -bimodules.
 .b Returning to the notations of Lemma 3.7 and taking P s D, we
 .  .  .  .see that T D, D s N D , T D, D s N D , and the left square ofG G H H
the diagram preceding the lemma becomes commutative for relatively
 .D-projective p-permutation modules without any assumptions on C P ,G
NGD . H  .. G G  .. w  .xthat is, Ind Br M and Br Ind M are isomorphic k N D -N D . D D H GH
modules.
w xWe refer to D3 for conditions equivalent to the extendibility to D of a
D -module M in the case when the order of G is invertible in D. We end1
this section with some observations concerning the extendability of com-
plexes.
b .Denote by C D the category of bounded complexes of D -modules,1 1
 .and let C, d be an object of this category. We say that C is G-in¨ariant if
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b .C and D m C are isomorphic in C D for any g g G. If C extends tog D 11
a complex of D-modules, then the multiplication map D m C ª D C s Cg D g1b .is an isomorphism in C D for any g g G. So assume further that C is1
G-invariant.
 .Consider the complex D m C, D m d of G-graded D-modules. De-D D1 1
 .op  .opbnote E s End D m C and E9 s End D m C . Then E has aD D C D . D1 1
 w x.natural G-grading see D2 , and it is easy to see that E9 is a G-graded
subring of E9. Since C is G-invariant, E and E9 are crossed products of
 .op X  .op  .bE ( End C , respectively E s End C with G. Let hU E9 s1 D 1 C D .1 1
  . .D U E9 l E be the group of homogenous units of E9. Theng g G g
Dade's basic criterion for extendability of modules can be adapted without
difficulty to obtain:
 .3.11. PROPOSITION. a There is a complex of D-modules extending C if
 X .  .and only if the group extension U E u hU E9 ¸ G splits. If g is a1
splitting, then the corresponding complex of D-modules has multiplication
 .  y1 .defined by a )c s a m c g g , for g g G, a g D , and c g C.g g g g
 . b .b There is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes in C D
 X .of complexes extending C, and the set of U E -conjugate classes of splittings.1
 .Remark finally that the assumption on C in Theorem 3.4 b and in
 .Corollary 3.9 b can be replaced with the following weaker one:
 .3.12 There is a bounded complex C of D-modules such that the
complex Res D C is homotopic to C.D1
4. EQUIVALENCES FOR WREATH PRODUCTS
 4  .Let V s 1, . . . , n and S a subgroup of the symmetric group S V . We
will show in this section how equivalences between two blocks of O X and
w x w xO Y lift to an equivalence between blocks of O X X S and O Y X S . We
shall use the results of the preceding section, so our notations here will fit
as much as possible with the notations introduced there. But first, we
establish a lemma solving the main difficulty which appears when one
deals with complexes over wreath products.
 . mV  .If M is an O-free O-module, denote M s M m ??? m M n times ,
 .  . mVand if C, d is a bounded complex of O-modules, again let C s C
 .m ??? m C n times with the differential defined by
n
i q ??? qi1 ly1d c m ??? m c s y1 c m ??? m dc m ??? m c , . . i i i i i1 n 1 l n
ls1
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where c belongs to the lth factor C of C mV and has degree i g Z. Wei ll
 mV . i1q . . . qi nshall denote the abbreviation c m ??? m c s c ??? c g C .i i i i1 n 1 n
 . mV mVThe next lemma shows that S V acts naturally on M and on C .
 . mV4.1. LEMMA. a Let M be an O-module. Then M becomes a left
w  .x  . mVO S V -module by defining, for s g S V and mm m ??? m m g M ,1 n
s ? m s m y1 m ??? m m y1 .s 1. s n.
 .  .b Let C, d be a complex of O-modules. Then there is a function e :
 . VS V = Z ª Z such that by defining2 2
 .e i , . . . , is 1 ns ? c . . . c s y1 c . . . c , .  .i i i iy1 y11 n s 1. s n.
mV w  .xC becomes a complex of O S V -modules.
 .  .Proof. Part a is well known. For b , we first show the uniqueness of a
function e satisfying a certain condition. Assume that e exists. Thes s
action of s must commute with the differential d. We have
ds ? c . . . c .i i1 n
 .e i , . . . , is 1 ns y1 d c . . . c .  .i iy1 y1s 1. s n.
n
 . y1 y1i q ??? qie i , . . . , i 1.  ly1.s ss 1 ns y1 y1 c . . . dc . . . c .  . i i iy1 y1 y1s 1. s  l . s n.
ls1
 .where the differential is in the lth place , and
s ? d c . . . c .i i1 n
n
i q ??? qi1 ly1s s ? y1 c . . . dc . . . c . i i i1 l n /
ls1
n
 .  .i q ??? qi y1 e i , . . . , i q1, . . . , i1 l s 1 l ns y1 c . . . dc . . . c . i i iy1 y1 y1s 1. s s  l .. s n.
ls1
  . .where the differential is in the s l th place . We have ds s s d if the
following equalities hold in Z for 1 F l F n:2
4.2.1 .
e i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i s e i , . . . , i , . . . , i q i q ??? qi .  .s 1 l n s 1 l n 1 ly1
q i y1 q ??? qi y1 .s 1. s s  l .y1.
 .  .Due to a , we choose e 0, . . . , 0 s 0. This choice implies immediatelys
 .that if e satisfying 4.2.1 exists, then it is unique.s
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 . mVNext, S V must act on C , so we compute
 .e i , . . . , its 1 nts ? c . . . c s y1 c . . . c , .  .  .i i i iy1 y11 n ts . 1. ts . n.
and
 .e i , . . . , it 1 nt ? s ? c . . . c s y1 s ? c . . . c .  .  . .i i i iy1 y11 n t 1. t n.
 .   . .y1 y1e i , . . . , i qe i 1 , . . . , i n.t 1 n s t ts y1 c . . . c . . i iy1 y1ts . 1. ts . n.
We require then the following ``1-cocycle'' equality in Z :2
4.2.2 e i , . . . , i s e i , . . . , i q e i y1 , . . . , i y1 . .  .  .  .ts 1 n t 1 n s t 1. t n.
 .Also, e must satisfy the ``recurrence relations'' 4.2.1 , that is,ts
4.2.3 .
e i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i s e i , . . . , i q i q ??? qi .  .ts 1 l n ts 1 n 1 ly1
q i y1 q ??? qi y1 .ts . 1. ts . ts  l .y1.
 .Assume that there are e and e satisfying 4.2.1 . Then we show thats t
 . Vthere is e satisfying 4.2.3 . Indeed, define h: Z ª Z byts 2 2
4.2.4 h i , . . . , i s e i , . . . , i q e i y1 , . . . , i y1 . .  .  .  .1 n t 1 n s t 1. t n.
Then we have
h i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i .1 l n
s e . . . , i q 1, . . . q e i y1 , . . . , i y1 q 1, . . . , i y1 .  .t l s t 1. t t  l .. t n.
s e i , . . . , i q i q ??? qi q i y1 q ??? qi y1 .t 1 n 1 ly1 t 1. t t  l .y1.
q e i y1 , . . . , i y1 q i y1 q ??? qi y1 .s t 1. t n. t 1. t t  l .y1.
q i y1 q ??? qi y1ts . 1. ts . ts . l .y1.
s h i , . . . , i q i q ??? qi q i y1 q ??? qi y1 . .1 1 ly1 ts . 1. ts . ts . l .y1.
 .Consequently, it is enough to show that e satisfying 4.2.1 exists for alls
 .transpositions s s l l q 1 , 1 F l - n. Indeed, if these e are defined,s
 .then for any r g S V choose a decomposition of r into a product of such
 .transpositions. Using definition 4.2.4 , we define inductively e , which willr
 .satisfy 4.2.1 by the above calculations. The uniqueness of e implies thatr
the definition does not depend on the choice of the decomposition of r.
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 . tNow given s , t g S V and setting r s ts , then, defining h s e q e ast s
 .  .in 4.2.4 , it follows by the unicity that h s e , and hence by 4.2.2 thatr
 . mVS V acts on C .
 .So we finally show that e is defined for s s l l q 1 . Equalitiess
 .4.2.1 , written for l and l q 1 become
e i , . . . , i q 1, i , . . . , i s e i , . . . , i , i , . . . , i q i .  .s 1 l lq1 n s 1 l lq1 n lq1
e i , . . . , i , i q 1, . . . , i s e i , . . . , i , i , . . . , i q i . .  .s 1 l lq1 n s 1 l lq1 n l
 .Clearly, the remaining equalities are e i , . . . , i q 1, . . . , i ss 1 k n
 .e i , . . . , i for k / l, l q 1, and the function which satisfies these equali-s 1 n
 .ties is e i , . . . , i s i i .s 1 n l lq1
For m s m m ??? m m g MmV , c s c m ??? m c g CmV and s g S,1 n i in1
we shall also denote sm s s ? m, sc s s ? c, ms s sy1 ? m, and cs s sy1 ?
c. If X is a group and A is an O-algebra such that group homomorphisms
S ª Aut X and S ª Aut A are given, then we denote by X i S s
 < 4  < 4xs x g X, s g S , A)S s as a g A, s g S with multiplications
 . . s  . . sxs yt s x ? y ? st in X i S, and as bt s a ? b ? st in A)S.
We return now to our basic situation. Let X, Y be two groups and
 .  . me g Z O X , f g Z O Y be block idempotents. Then e s e V s eÄ
mV V Ä mV mV V . w x  . w xm ??? m e g O X , O X and f s f g O Y , O Y are S-
w V x  .mVinvariant block idempotents. Denote R s eO X , eO X , S sÄ1 1
Ä V mVw x  . w xf O Y , f O Y , and let R s R )S , eO X X S and S s S )S ,Ä1 1
Ä w xf O Y X S . Then R is a fully S-graded O-algebra, and its elements are of
 .the form rs s r m ??? m r s , where r g eO X and the multiplication is1 n i
given by
rs r 9s 9 s r ?sr 9 ? ss 9 s r rX y1 m ??? m r rX y1 ss 9, .  .  .1 s 1. n s n.
and similar statement hold for S.
ÄWe may apply the results of the preceding section with e, f in the placeÄ
V V Ä Äof e, f , with X , Y in place of X, Y, with X X S, Y X S in place of X,Y,
 . Vand with S in place of G. Since S is naturally isomorphic to X X S rX
 . Vand to Y X S rY , the isomorphism a may be regarded as just the
op  .identity. Again denote A s R m S and D s A , where d S sO d S.
 y1 . < 4 op s , s s g S : S = S . There are isomorphisms A , R m1 O
op.  op.  op.  .S ) S = S and D , R m S )d S , D )S, so we may write1 1 O 1 1
 . < op 4D s r m s s r g R , s g S , s g S , with multiplication defined by1 1
r m s s ? r 9 m s9 s 9 s r ?sr 9 mss9 ? s ss 9. .  .  .
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 . mV  op.Now let M be an eO X, f O Y -bimodule. Then M is an R m S -1 O 1
module. The point is that due to Lemma 4.1, MmV extends to a D-module
by defining
r m s s ? m s r = s ?sm s r m y1 s m ??? m r m y1 s ; .  . 1 s 1. 1 n s n. n
 .hence we may talk about the R, S -bimodule M X S s A m M. As weD
have seen in Section 3, M X S is naturally isomorphic to R m M and toR1
M m S. Let us make these isomorphisms explicit, as in Remark 3.2.S1 mV mV  <We identify R m M with O S m M s s m m s g S, m g MR O1
V4  . tsm with R-module structure given by rt s m m s ts m r ? m. A right
 . t tS-module structure can also be defined by s m m st s st m m ? s . In
the same way we identify MmV m S with MmV m O S, with rightS O1
 . sR-module structure defined by m m s st s ms m st . A left R-module
 . tstructure is given by rt m m s s r ? m m ts . Finally, the map f : O S
mV mV  . sm M ª M m O S, s m m ¬ m m s is an isomorphism ofO O
 .R, S -bimodules.
 .If C is a complex of eO X, f O Y -bimodules, we define similarly, using
 .Lemma 4.1, the complex of R, S -bimodules C X S s A m C , O S m CD O
, C m O S.O
The following result is almost proved by now.
 .  .4.3. THEOREM. a Assume that M, M* defines a Morita equi¨ alence
  . .between eO X and f O Y. Then M X S, M X S * defines a Morita equi¨ a-
lence between R and S, inducing Morita equi¨ alences between the correspond-
Äw x w xing blocks of O X X S and O Y X S co¨ering e and f.Ä
 .  .b Assume that S is a p9-group that C, C* defines a deri¨ ed
  . .equi¨ alence between eO X and f O Y. Then C X S, C X S * defines a deri¨ ed
equi¨ alence between R and S, inducing deri¨ ed equi¨ alences between the
Äw x w xcorresponding blocks of O X X S and O Y X S co¨ering e and f.Ä
 .Proof. If M, M* defines a Morita equivalence between eO X and
 Y V  mV . .f O Y, then obviously, M , M * defines a Morita equivalence be-
 .tween R and S . Similarly, if C, C* defines a derived equivalence of1 1
w x  Y V  mV . .eO X and f O Y, then, by R1, Lemma 4.3 , C , C * defines a derived
equivalence of R and S . Since both MmV and C mV extend to D, the1 1
conclusions follow from Theorem 3.4.
4.4. Remark. It turns out that Theorem 4.3 is just a particular case of
 . w xTheorem 3.4. Notice that 4.3.a was proved in Str, Proposition 2 , and
under the assumptions of Theorem 5 of that paper, we have obtained a
derived equivalence of R and S, not only a stable equivalence of Morita
type.
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4.5. Remark. Assume in addition that S is a p9-group, eO X and f O Y
are the principal blocks, D is a common Sylow p-subgroup of X and Y and
 .X, Y have the same p-local structure, M is a relatively d D -projective
w op xp-permutation O X = Y -module, and C is a bounded complex of rela-
 . w op xtively d D -projective p-permutation O X = Y -modules. Then, in The-
orem 4.3, the expression ``Morita equi¨ alence'' can be replaced by ``Puig
equi¨ alence'' and ``deri¨ ed equi¨ alence'' by ``Rickard equi¨ alence.'' Indeed, it
mV  .mVis easy to verify that the following statements are true: e g O X
mV  .mV Vand f g O Y are the principal block idempotents; D is a common
Sylow p-subgroup of X V and Y V and X V , Y V , respectively X X S, Y X S,
 .have the same p-local structure, as required in 3.8.b ; for any subgroup P
of DV , the obvious isomorphism a : X X SrX V ª Y X SrT V has the
  . V V .  . V V   ..property a C P X rX s C P Y rY as required in 3.8.c ;X X S Y X S
mV mV  V .M and C are relatively d D -projective and p-permutation over
w V V op xk X = Y , and apply Corollary 3.9.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND EXAMPLES
In this section we put the things together in order to obtain equivalences
between blocks in the situation presented in Section 2.
ÄFor 0 F i F s let X be a normal subgroup of X and Y a normali i i
Ä Ä Äsubgroup of Y , such that there is an isomorphism a : X rX ª Y rY . Wei i i i i i
identify these two factor groups and we denote them by G as in Section 3.i
 .Further, let V , . . . , V be disjoint finite sets, and let S F S V . Then a0 s i i i
V i ÄV i V i ÄV i V iinduces the isomorphism a : X rX ª Y rY , and these factori i i i i
groups may be identified with GV i; a also induces the isomorphism a X S i:i i i
Ä V i Ä V iX X S rX ª Y X S rY , and we identify these factor groups with G Xi i i i i i
S . Consider the isomorphismi
s s s s s
V Vi iÄ Äa s a : X X S X ª Y X S X , .  .    i i i i i i i
is0 is0 is0 is0 is0
s s V i s V i Äand let G s  G X S . Denote X s  X , Y s  Y , X sis0 i i is0 i is0 i
s Ä Ä s Ä Ä X X S , Y s  Y X S , and consider the subgroups X F X 9 F X,is0 i i is0 i i
Ä  .Y F Y 9 F Y such that a X 9rX s Y 9rY. Finally, identify X 9rX s Y 9r
Y s G9 via the restriction of a .
Let e g O X and f g O Y be block idempotents, and denote Ri si i i i
mV i Ä i mV i Äw x w x e O X X S , S s f O Y X S , R 1eO X, S s f O Y where e si i i i i i s 1
s mV i s mV i Ä s i Ä.m e and f s m f , R s eO X ,  R , and S s f O Y ,i i is0is0 is0
s i  .P S where the isomorphisms are of G-graded rings .is0
op s i  i i i op.Furthermore, let A s R m S , P A where A s R m S ,O is0 O
s i mV i Ä Äop .   . .and let D s A , P D where D s e O X m f O Y . Wed G. is0 i i O i i d G .i
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shall also consider the G9-components R9 s R s [ R , S9 s S ,G9 g G9g g G9
A9 s A op , R9 m S9op, and 9 s AX .G9=G9 O d G9.
 . ?  .For 0 F i F s, let M be an e O X , f O Y -bimodule and C a boundedi i i i i i
 . s mV icomplex of e O X , f O Y -bimodules, and denote M s m M andi i i i iis0
C ?s ms C ?mV i.iis0
5.1. THEOREM. Assume that for 0 F i F s, M extends to a Di-modulei
and C ? extends to a complex of Di-modules.i
 .  U .   ? ?U ..a If for 0 F i F s, M , M respecti¨ ely C , C defines a Moritai i i i
 . respecti¨ ely deri¨ ed equi¨ alence between e O X and f O Y , then M respec-i i i i
.   . .  ti¨ ely C extends to D, and A9 m M, A9 m M * respecti¨ ely A9 mD9 D9 D9
?  ?. . .C , A m C * , pro¨ided that G and S are p9-groups defines a MoritaD9 i i
 .respecti¨ ely deri¨ ed equi¨ alence betwen R9 and S9.
 .  .b Assume in addition that for each i, the conditions 3.8.a, b, c are
Ä Äsatisfied by X , Y , X , Y , G , and a , and that S is a p9-group. If fori i i i i i i
 ?.  .0 F i F s, M respecti¨ ely C defines a Puig respecti¨ ely Rickard equi¨ a-i i
 ?.lence between e O X and f O Y , then A9 m M respecti¨ ely A9 m Ci i i i D9 D9
 .defines a Puig respecti¨ ely Rickard equi¨ alence between R9 and S9.
The proof is a straightforward application of the results of Sections 3
and 4, and of the nice behaviour of block equivalences with respect to the
direct products and subgroups described above. We leave the details to the
reader, since the facts are much simpler than the notations which they
involve.
 .5.2 Since Broue's conjectures are statements about the principalÂ
Äblocks, we are interested in knowing when the principal blocks of O X and
ÄO Y correspond under the above equivalences. More exactly, we want the
1-characters to correspond. So we have to look at the characters associated
to M and C. Since the trivial characters correspond when passing to direct
products and subgroups, we need only analyse our basic situation of
Section 3. In this paragraph we denote by 1 the 1-character of KX.X
Assume that the complex C induces a derived equivalence between eO X
 w x.and f O Y, and let m g R K X = Y be the virtual character associated to
 .  y1 . i. C, that is, m x, y s  tr x, y , C . This sum has the term i s 0 only ifi
.we have a Morita equivalence. It is well known that m induces a perfect
 .  .isometry between eO X and f O Y, by defining I : R KYf ª R KXe ,m
 . .  < <.  y1.  .  .  .I z x s 1r Y  m x, y z y , and R : R KXe ª R KYf ,m y g Y m
 . .  < <.  y1 .  .R j y s 1r X  m x , y j x . Thus m determines a bijectionm x g X
 .  .  .  4J : Irr KXe ª Irr KYf and a sign function e : Irr KXe ª "1 suchm m
 .  .  .  .that R x s e x J x for all x g Irr KXe . Also, m may be written asm m m
y1 . .  .  .  .m s  e x x = J x , where z y s z y for z g Irr KY .x g IrrK X e. m m
and y g Y. If C extends to a complex of D-modules as in Theorem 3.4,
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 .then m also extends to a virtual character of d G . Let m be the isometryÄ
Ä Äassociated to A m C. Then the 1-characters of X and Y will correspondD
Ä Ä .and consequently, the principal blocks of O X and O Y will correspond , if
y1 Ä < <.  .1r X  m x , y s 1 for any y g Y. Remark also that if 1 and 1ÄÄx g X x Y
  ..correspond via m, and if 1 which is an extension of 1 = 1 to d Gd G. X Y
 .is a component of the extension of m to d G , then 1 and 1 correspondÄ ÄX Y
via m by Frobenius reciprocity.Ä
The hypothesis of Theorem 5.1 must be verified for each 0 F i F s. We
discuss here two situations when this checking is easy.
 .5.3 With the notations of Section 2, the case i s 0 is trivial. We
Ä Ämake here slightly more general assumptions. Suppose that X s Y, X s Y,
ÄD is a Sylow p-subgroup of X, and G s XrX is a p9-group. Let eO X be
Äthe principal block, and denote R s S s eO X, R s S s eO X, and let1 1
M s eO X be regarded as an R , S -bimodule. Then M is in fact a1 1
ÄD-module simply because X is normal in X, and it is clearly a relatively
 .d D -projective p-permutation D-module. It follows that M defines a Puig
Äautoequivalence of eO X and M s A m M , R m M , R defines a PuigD R1Äautoequivalence of eO X.
 .5.4 Another nice situation which may occur for 1 F i F s is that of
Ä Äisomorphic blocks. Let X be a normal subgroup of X such that X s
Æ .C D X, where D is a Sylow p-subgroup of X and G s X 7rX i aÄX
Äp9-group. Let e and e be the principal block idempotents of O X and O X,Ä
Äw xrespectively. By D1, Theorem , the map eO X ª eO X, r ¬ er is anÄ Ä
isomorphism of O-algebras. It follows that the source algebras of eO X and
Ä  w xeO X are isomorphic as interior D-algebras. See also H and the finalÄ
Äw x .remark of K for related results. Let V s eO X, regarded naturally as a
Äright eO X-module, and as a left R -module by scalar restriction. Then V is1
Äop . w xa relatively d D -projective p-permutation O X = X -module and de-
Äfines a Puig equivalence between eO X and eO X. We see that the functorÄ
ÄX Ä .V m ] is just Res ] on eO X-mod.ÄÄe O X XÄ
ÄNow let Y be a normal subgroup of another group Y such that D is also
Ä Ä Ä Ä .a Sylow p-subgroup of Y, Y s C D Y, and XrX , YrY, and let f , f beÄY
Äthe principal block idempotents of O Y and O Y, respectively. It follows
 .that if eO X and f O Y are Puig respectively Rickard equivalent, then
Ä Ä Ä  .eO X and f O Y are Puig respectively Rickard equivalent.Ä
 .There is also another argument for this assertion. Remark that d G s
 op.  op.X = Y C D = D . If we denote by d the principal block idempo-d G.
 . w op xtent of D, then the O-algebras e m f O X = Y and dD are isomorphic
w x  . by D1 . Assume that M respectively C defines a Puig respectively
.  .Rickard equivalence between eO X and f O Y. Then M respectively C
 .extends to D via this isomorphism; hence A m M respectively A m CD D
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 .defines a Puig respectively Rickard equivalence between R and S, such
Ä Ä Äthat eO X and f O Y are corresponding blocks.Ä
Ä Ä  .Remark finally that if X, X, and D are as above, and Y s N D ,ÄX
Ä .  .Y s N D , then Y s C D Y, so these observations apply.ÄX Y
5.5. EXAMPLE. Groups with cyclic Sylow p-subgroups. Assume that the
 .finite group X has a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup D and denote Y s H D .X
wLet R s ekX and S s fkY be the principal blocks. In Rou2, Theorem1 1
dy1 0x  .10 , a Rickard tilting complex C s 0 ª C ª C ª 0 for R and S1 1
was constructed. The term C 0 was taken to be eO Xf , and the term Cy1
 .was constructed as follows. The R , S -bimodule eO Xf decomposes as1 1
 op.eO Xf s M [ U, where M is a nonprojective indecomposable R m S -1 O 1
 op.module, and U is a projective R m S -module. The projective cover in1 O 1
c
Uop .  .R m S -mod of M is V s [ P m Q ¸ M, where e is the1 O 1 2 i O 2 i0 F iF e
 2 i .  2 i .inertial index of the block eO X, while P s P V O and Q s P V O2 i R 2 i S1 1
are the projective covers of the Heller translates. Denote W s [ P m2 j Oj
U .  4 Q , where j runs over a certain subset of 0, . . . , e y 1 we do not need2 j
.more details here , and let f be the restriction of c to W. Finally,
Cy1 s W [ U and d s f [ id.
Ä ÄAssume now that X is a normal subgroup of X such that G s XrX is a
Ä  .  .p9-group, and let Y s N D . The notations A, d G , and D will have theÄX
same meaning as in Section 3. We show that C extends to a complex C of
ÄD-modules. We point out that X still has D as a cyclic Sylow p-subgroup,
w xso by Rou2, Theorem 10 , there is a Rickard tilting complex for the
Ä Äprincipal blocks of O X and O Y, but the complex A m C: given byD
Theorem 3.4 has G-graded modules as its components, so may offer
additional information.
0  y1 . y1Remark first that C extends to a D-module by putting x, y c s xcy ,
Ä Äwhere x g X, y g Y are such that xX s yX. Since M is the nonprojective
part and U is the projective part of C 0, it follows that M and U are
w xG-invariant D -modules, and by D3, Theorem 3.11 , that M and U extend1
to D-modules.
Let c : V ª M be a projective cover of M in D-mod, hence VrU  V ,
 .   .  .  .MrJ D M. Since J s J D D s D J D , we have VrJ D V ,1 1 1
D .  .  .MrJ D M , VrJ D V in D -mod; that is, Res V is a projective cover1 1 1 D1w xof M, so it is isomoprhic to V. By the proof of Rou2, Theorem 7 , W and
wVrW do not have isomorphic direct summands in common. Then by D3,
ÄxTheorem 3.11 , there is a D-direct summand W of V such that W , W in
D -mod. Let f be the restriction of c to W. Then1
f[id 66 6
C s 0 W [ U ekXf 0 /
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D  .is a complex of D-modules, and Res C is isomorphic to C as complexesD1
of D -modules.1
w x 2 i .Notice also that by D3, Corollary 5.7 , V O is an R-module extendingR
2 i . 2 i . 2 i .V O , and V O is an S-module extending V O . Then the aboveR S S1 1
argument implies that P extends to R, and Q extends to S. It follows2 i 2 i
that V extends to an A-module, and hence to a D-module, but the
D -linear map c may not be D-linear, so we have to look for another1
extension of V.
5.6. EXAMPLE. The principal 3-block of A . Although this example fits5
w x  w x.into the situation of P see also Br3, p. 14 , we shall deal with permuta-
 .  .:tions instead of regarding A ; SL 4 . So let X s A , D s 1 2 3 a5 2 5
 .  :  . Sylow 3-subgroup of X, Y s N D s D i y , where h s 1 2 s , s s 4X
.   . .  . .  . .45 , and let U s e, 1 2 3 4 , 1 4 2 3 , 1 3 4 2 be a Sylow 2-subgroup
w xof X. If M s k XrU is the k-space with basis XrU, then X acts on M
by left multiplication, and D acts on M by right multiplication. Moreover,
M extends to a right kY-module by defining xUts s s xtU for t g 1
.  .  .4  .2 , 2 3 , 1 3 . We have that M is a relatively d D -projective 3-permuta-
w op xtion k X = Y -module, and defines a Puig equivalence between the
principal 3-blocks of kX and kY.
Ä Ä :  .  .Now let X s S s X i G, where G s g , g s 1 2 , and Y s N D .Ä5 X
We see that M extends to a D-module by defining an action of G on M:
g ? xU s x gU, which is correct, since g normalises U. Consequently, Corol-
lary 3.9 applies.
5.7. EXAMPLE. Symmetric groups. We end with an example which was
w xconsidered in Rou1 . Let X be the symmetric group S , and let w - p sop
 .the wreath product X X S is a subgroup of S . Let D be a cyclic Syloww pw
 .p-subgroup of X and let e respectively f be the principal block idempo-
  .. wtents of O X respectively O Y, where Y s N D . Then by Rou2, Theo-X
x mw w xrem 10 and the results of Section 4 above, we deduce that e O X X Sw
mw w xand f O Y X S are Rickard equivalent.w
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